Purpose. Investigation of start dynamic of the vibration machine with inertia vibration exciters considering the elastic connection of asynchronous electric motor rotors and unbalanced vibration exciter.
Introduction. Vibrating machines and devices are widely used in various industries [1] [2] [3] . The most common ones are vibrators with inertia drive due to simple design, a compact size with a large perturbing force. However, in transient modes of operation of such machines there may occur resonant vibrations, which are accompanied by a significant increase in dynamic loads on structural elements. For example, the practice of exploitation of vibroplatform of type SMJ, VB-15, VB-20 for volumetric compaction of concrete mixtures gives evidence of frequent failures of shafts which interconnect balance weights of separate vibroblocks. Тhe construction of these shafts includes flexible couplings with elastic elements, which can be the main cause of destructive vibration.
Analysis of the recent research and publications. Start of the vibration machine with inertia drive has been investigated in several papers, e. g. [1, 4, 5] . Among recent works that addressed the problem of start-up of such machines articles [6, 7] are to be considered. However, in these and other known publications on this issue, only dynamic models of machines with rigid links are used. In some works for computer simulation of dynamic processes in vibration machines with the inertial exciter and asynchronous electric motor a mathematical model is used taking into account elastic connection of the engine rotors and exciter. However, analysis of the influence on the dynamics of the machine of an elastic connection of the rotors has not been carried out. The methods of calculation of the elements of the vibrating machines with unbalanced drive are given in many works. However, in all of them the issues related to the couplings of the drive, are confined to a description of their design.
description of the vibrating system and equations of motion. Currently, the most widely used are vibrators with flat character of oscillations of the working body. The considered vibrating system is a solid support associated with a fixed base with elastic damping elements (Fig. 1) . On the carrier body there is set an unbalanced vibration exciter, which is driven in rotation by a motor of asynchronous type. However, the rotors of the motor and exciter are connected with flexible couplings, whose rigidity is substantially smaller than the stiffness of the rotor of the motor and the shaft of the exciter. We should note that in general, the rotors can be connected by any elastic-damping element (e. g. a belt drive). The oscillatory system is characterized by five generalized coordinates: the angles of rotation of the engine rotors j 1 , the agent j 2 and carrier of the body j and its vertical and horizontal displacements y, x. The differential equation of motion of the system is written in the following form [8] ( ) ( ) ( )
( sin cos sin cos ); where I 1 , I 2 are given moments of inertia of the rotors of the engine and the exciter, accordingly; m, ε stand for the mass of the exciter and eccentricity; M, J are the mass and moment of inertia of the carrier body; β c , β x , β y , β j are the coefficients of the viscous friction of coupling and suspension springs of the carrier body; c c , c x , c y , c j are stiffness of the coupling and suspension; r is the distance which determines the position of the axis of the exciter to the center of mass of the carrier body; g is acceleration of free fall;
( )
1 , i i L R j  are points of the engine and the forces of resistance to rotation of the motor and exciter.
It should be noted that losses from friction in the bearings of the engine ( )
 R j are negligible (due to the rotor equilibrium). Therefore, they are neglected while analyzing the influence of the moment force of the balance weight on the dynamics of the system is not taken into account; since small oscillations are regarded, we consider that the coupling has a linear characteristic, the characteristics of the system dynamics with a nonlinear coupling are to be analyzed by numerical simulation. Presentation of the main research. The most intense oscillations and, respectively, the maximum dynamic load in the drive vibrators occur during its running (coasting), in particular, at the moment of starting the engine and during the passage of the resonance frequencies of the carrier body. Let us consider these two periods of the system motion. To the study the first of them, we will describe the relative motion of the rotors of the engine and the vibration exciter connected by a coupling, using a single variable -the angle of twist of the coupling j 12 In the considered class of vibrators ("soft isolated vibration"), run of their engine before reaching the zone of the resonant frequencies of the carrier body occurs fast enough. During this period, the frequency 2 j  is still small enough and in the right part of equation (2) the second item can be neglected. The numerical estimation of its components counts in favor of this simplification of equation (2); so does the fact that vibrators with unbalanced drive are usually given the moment of inertia of the rotor of the electric motor which is much lower than the given moment of inertia of the exciter. Thus, a kind of motor starts without load occurs. Let us note that this start is inherent in many types of machinery (metal and woodworking machines, rolling conditions, and others); in this approach it is of no critical difference how many degrees of freedom a carrying system of the vibrator has, i. e., linear, flat or spatial fluctuations in operation. Thus, oscillatory processes arising in the drive at the moment of start, first of all, depend on the dynamics of the motor. Considering that at the initial moment of the start the induction motor has significant fluctuations of its magnetic moment with frequency close to the frequency of the current, the expression 1 L in the right part of (2) can be represented in the form
is the starting torque of the engine; b mot is a coefficient characterizing the attenuation of the oscillations of the electromagnetic torque w cur = 6.28f cur ; f cur = 50 Hz) [9] . Thus, exploring the first of the selected periods of the start, we neglect the process of attenuation of these oscillations. This assumption is justified because a short period after switching on the motor is examined, where the fluctuations have no time to decrease significantly (in addition, their extinction is much slower than that of free oscillations of the actuator).
In this case, the general solution of the equations of the relative motion of the rotors of the engine and of the exciter (2) is presented as It is obvious that the steady-state oscillatory process is completely different in the pre-resonance and resonant fields. Naturally, significant differences exist in these cases for starting vibrations as well. First, let us consider the practically more interesting non-resonant cases (the natural frequency of the coupling p c is sufficiently far from the excitation frequency w cur ), for which resistance in the analysis of forced oscillations can be neglected. In this case, we write the solution (3) 
where 1 2 1 2 1 .
 Let us consider pre-and post resonance cases separately. Then p cur  w, after simple transformations we obtain j 12 = j st (1 -cos w cur t). Thus, when switching the motor, starting fluctuations relative to the average angle of torsion j st with a relatively slowly damped amplitudes occur in the coupling (if you consider the process of damping oscillations of the electromagnetic torque of the motor) with frequency w cur . An important thing in the case of the drive p cur  w cur is that, a kind of "static application of the engine" torque occurs at which free oscillations are not excited, and transient oscillatory process is completely determined by the process of damping oscillations of the torque of the engine. The maximum value of the amplitude starting oscillation of the coupler will be approximately equal to the value of double static deformation; the magnitude of the damping in the coupling does not appreciably affect the flow of oscillatory processes in the drive. Thus, the duration of the start of oscillation of the actuator depends only on the duration of transient processes in the engine.
Taking into account (4), a moment 
is the relative damping coefficient. Therefore, the maximum torque in the coupling will be at a level of 2L start , its value will fluctuate with the frequency w cur relative to stable value, which equals the starting torque of the motor. Of course, in the case of the "so called static load" and a significant distance p c fromw cur the fluctuation of the torque in the coupling would be the same as starting fluctuations of motor torque. Changes in damping ability of the coupler influence the value of the torque arising in it insignificantly, and do not affect the duration of his hesitation. At that time, reduction in the natural frequency of the coupling (approximation to w cur ) results in a considerable increase in the magnitude of the starting torque in the coupling.
Let us consider the post resonance case p c  w cur . The general solution of (3) 
The expression (5) shows that immediately after starting the engine a distinct transition process will occur in the coupling. It is completely determined by the first term (5) and is a damped oscillation of the cover coupling with the natural frequency p c . Numerical analysis (5) allows concluding that in the case of low damping capacity of the coupling, the maximum oscillation amplitude will be no more than half the value of its static deformation. The increase in the coefficient of viscous friction coupling reduces the amplitudes and duration of vibrations. According to (5), they quickly fade and further occur with a frequency w cur significantly smaller than j st amplitude (6) , their value will be significantly lower than L start .
In the resonant case ( p c = w cur ) the general solution of (3) will be presented in the form 
where (7) shows that for small coefficients of viscous friction (h c < 0.3), the maximum deformation of the coupling and the value of arising torque in it can be relatively large -at times more than a static applied starting torque. Certainly, in the case of high friction, even in case p c  w cur , their amplitude values will not be resonant.
We should note that to simplify the above the limited cases were considered. Obviously, when the frequencies p c and w cur do not differ so much, in the case of p c  w cur , formulated regularities are preserved in the form of a certain trend.
Modeling of vibrator start-up. Numerical integration of system (1) there arise monoharmonic damped vibrations of its Halfmuff with a frequency w cur relative to the average angle of twist j st . Let us pay attention to the fact that the oscillatory process in Fig. 2 , a copies the process of vibration damping of engine torque (Fig. 3, curve 1 ). An increase in the damping capacity of the coupling slightly reduces the amplitude of its oscillation and does not affect their duration, which is determined only by the duration of transient processes in the engine. The maximum deformation of the coupling is approximately equal to 2j st . According to Fig. 3 , the curves of starting points of the engine and coupling practically overlap: the maximum value of the moments is around 2L start , while they oscillate with a frequency w cur of relatively stable values L start . Changes in damping ability of the coupling slightly influence the course of oscillatory processes, when an approximation p c to w cur the frequency leads to a substantial increase in arising value of the torque in it. Moreover, its amplitudes become larger than amplitude of the motor torque; impact resistance coupling becomes significant. (Fig. 2, b) which rapidly fades to the relatively small amplitudes. Maximum start amplitude of these oscillations reaches a value 1.5j st . When you increase the coefficient of viscous friction of the coupling, they significantly reduce and at the time of start-up become lower than j st . The greatest values of the torque that occurs in the coupling at start-up do not exceed the limits 2L start (Fig. 4) ; however, they fade quite quickly. Let us note that in the case p c  w cur fluctuations of torque in the coupling are much lower than launcher fluctuations of engine torque. The increase in natural frequency of the coupling (its approach to w cur ) leads to an increase in oscillations arising in it; and the magnitude of its amplitude obtains greater value than the amplitude of the motor torque. Geotechnical and MininG Mechanical enGineerinG, Machine BuildinG of the coupling and the value of the arising torque occurs immediately after starting (Fig. 4, curve 2) . However, this increase is relatively short, and the maximum amplitude of the torque in the coupling does not exceed 2.5L start . In the case of large friction, the resonant growth of the time the coupling is hardly observed.
The motion during the passage of the resonance frequencies of the carrier body. To study this period of motion, we use the method of direct separation of motions [1] . Then the solution of system (1) can be represented as
where w is some previously unknown frequency at which there is a "stuck" of rotor speed; α i (t) is slow, but y i and q i = x, y, j are fast 2p-periodic functions of time , and their average values for the period are equal to zero; we also assume that .
Assumptions, regarding slow changes, is adopted in the sense that .
i α w   Let us note that the application of the method is guaranteed even for the relatively large w, at least near stationary regimes α i = const [1] , which will be discussed below; the study of such modes ("stuck" motor speedmaximum loaded mode as well as superresonance established mode -operating mode) is the most interesting practically.
Following the procedure of the method, it is easy to come to a system of equations with slow and fast movements of the rotors of the engine and the exciter in the form [1] ( )
is the so-called vibratory moment [1] , which is an additional dynamic load on the engine caused by fluctuations of the carrier body on which the vibration exciter is installed. We should note that while obtaining the system of equations (8), linearization of the expressions
 as in [1] was performed close to the stationary values , i j =w  where k 1 , k 2 are the damping coefficients. In equations (9) the value m > 0 is considered as a small parameter (taking into account the proximity of the investigated stationary regimes to uniform rotation, and the fact that the uneven rotation of the rotors is invoked primarily by the oscillations of the axes of vibration exciters and the action of torques the balance weight).
The magnitude of the vibratory moment for the considered vibrating system can be determined by the formula ( ) 
According to (10), in the case of resonant growth of the oscillation amplitude of the resonance, the load on the engine increases.
For stationary modes (8) we will present the system in the form Geotechnical and MininG Mechanical enGineerinG, Machine BuildinG
From (11) we see that during the "stuck" speed of the engine in the area of the resonant frequencies of the carrier body, the average values of the twist angle of the sleeve and the torque emerging in it (its elastic component) take values somewhat larger than their average val-
where L max is the maximum (critical) drive moment). Therefore, in the case of the Sommerfeld effect, the total resistance moment on the motor shaft is approximately equal to its maximum torque. As a result, the running vibration exciter is suspended. According to equations (9), the intense vibrations can excite the drive of the vibrator during the passage of areas of natural frequencies of its carrier body. Therefore, it can be expected that more pronounced manifestation of the resonant mode occurs at the level of fast movements. Let us turn to the corresponding equations (9) . In the present method, they can be solved approximately. Looking for solvation (9) in the form of a series in powers of the small parameter 
where F = mεw 2 . It should be noted that in (12), and below, the values of phase shift α q are not critical.
The solution of equation (12), given the fact that free vibrations decay fast enough and can be neglected, is presented in the form 
Analysis of the solution (13) of equations of relative torsional vibration of the coupling elements near the stationary modes of motion gives evidence of the following:
-dependence of amplitude of coupling (frequency w, 2w) on the frequency of rotation of vibration exciter has resonance character; -resonance increase in the amplitude of the oscillations except in the case of coincidence (proximity) of the natural frequency of the coupling p c (multiple frequencies) and frequency of rotation of the pathogen may occur near the natural frequencies of the carrier body p q . In this case, in the coupling the amplitude of the oscillations moment arising in it increases with resonance (its elastic component and the viscous forces of resistance); consequently, the dynamic loads in the drive increases as well as the unevenness of rotation of the rotor and loss of energy. Thus, the elastic drive elements (resonance oscillations) may increase the additional load on the engine provoking Sommerfeld effect.
Typically, elastic couplings of machine drives satisfy the condition of vibration isolation, which is determined by inequality 2 o c p w > (w o is operating frequency). That is, the couplings are usually quite "soft" p c  w o (so far as the strength condition). At the same time, the passage by unbalance vibration exciter of frequency p c at start must happen quickly. At the same time, we know that quick passage by the vibration exciter of the carrier body p q own frequencies is not always possible, and may even be "stuck" of its speed in the field p q . Then resonant vibrations of the carrier body will be excited. According to (13), there will be resonant increase in the amplitude of torsional vibrations of the coupling. Greater fluctuations in the couplings will occur when p q and p c /2 frequencies are close, which is highly probable for the drive of the considered soft vibration isolated machinery (p c  w o ) with "soft" couplings. Therefore, at the startup of vibrator with unbalance drive and "soft" coupling, there is risk of significant resonant oscillations of the coupling. To avoid this, first, we can recommend a sufficient distance of p q and p c /2 frequencies (at least
Certainly, while selecting the parameters of the vibration machine, one should not overestimate the frequency p q (which facilitates the passage zone of the resonance), as well as not to underestimate the frequency p c . Thus, at starting the vibrators in case of manifestation of the effect of Sommerfeld, except for the resonant growth of brake vibration torque and "stuck" of engine speed, there excite resonance oscillations of elasticdamping elements connecting the rotors of the motor and exciter which increase dynamic loads and energy losses in the system. From the above it follows that the "hard" couplings have advantages when used in a vibration machine drive.
We should note that the reduction of the amplitude of the coupling in the resonance region can be achieved (except by changing its parameters) by reduction of natural frequencies of the vibrator, by increasing the damping of fluctuations of the carrier body and its mass.
The effect of resonance oscillations of the coupling during the passage zone of the natural frequencies of the carrier body is well visible in Fig. 5 , which is obtained as a result of numerical integration of equations (1) . Graphs show a resonant increase in the amplitude of the rotary oscillations j 12 (with frequency 2w  109.7 s ) of the coupling and the torque arising in it with "stuck" of the motor speed in the area of self-frequency carrier system p q for the case of its relative proximity to the frequency p c /2 (p x = p y = 57.7 s ) while at start-up without the "stuck" speed (the static moments of balance weight are reduced from mε = 0.54 kg/m to mε = 0.42 kg/m for other similar pa-rameters). A resonant increase in the amplitudes of the oscillations is not observed (Fig. 5, curve 2) . Despite the "stuck" of speed of the engine it is important that there is no substantial growth of the amplitude of the coupling and the torque arising in it also in the case of the relative distance of frequency p q and p c /2.
Conclusions. The amplitudes and duration of vibrations of an elastic coupling of the drive of the vibration machine at the time of start, first of all, depend on how distant is its own frequency from the frequency of the current in the power supply of the engine. In case of remoteness of the starting frequency, fluctuations will be relatively small and quickly fade regardless of the damping capacity of the coupling. In case of closeness of p c and w cur the fluctuations are considerably large, especially for small resistance, but their duration is in any case minor and determined by the duration of the start of oscillations of the torque of the engine. Thus, the amount of deformation of the coupling and the torque arising in it do not have time to obtain values that are significantly larger than their double static value.
A resonant increase in the amplitude of vibrations of elasto-damping elements of the actuator except in the case of coincidence (proximity) of the frequency of its own fluctuations p c (multiple frequencies) and frequency of rotation of the pathogen may occur near the natural frequencies of the carrier body p q . In the case of a "stuck" motor speed in the area p q of arising resonant vibrations of the drive are more dangerous than those which are generated at the time of start-up: at approximately the same amplitude, their duration can be significantly greater. To avoid resonant oscillations of an elastic coupling in the area p q we should primarily provide sufficient distance of p q and p c /2 own frequencies from each other. 
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